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Outline
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•Brief review of this project 

•Spin information 

•Technical details to be confirmed  

•Beam Tracking Progress



Purpose
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Design a spin rotator for SuperKEKB High Energy Ring, to polarize the 
spin of the electron beam in the longitudinal direction at the interaction 
point (IP)


• Study of asymmetry between the identical processes with different 
electron beam handedness, which provides precision electroweak 
measurements; requires longitudinal polarization at the IP



Rotator Magnet
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• Follows Uli Wienands’s idea and direction:


• replace some existing ring dipoles near the IP with the solenoid-dipole 
combined function magnets and maintain the original dipole strength 


• Install 6 skew-quadruple on top of each rotator section to compensate 
for the x-y plane coupling caused by solenoids

56Dipole 
Solenoid

Skew-Quad



Spin rotator
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Right rotator(R-Rot) is to rotate the vertical spin to the longitudinal 
direction 


Left rotator(L-Rot) is to rotate the longitudinal back to vertical 
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Overall spin rotation between the L-Rot and the IP:    
                 ~ counterclockwise in the x-z plane (positron) 

Overall spin rotation between the R-Rot and the  IP:                                            
       ~  clockwise in the x-z plane (positron)

9.62∘

157.46∘
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d ⃗s
ds

=
q
p

(1 + aγ) ⃗S × ⃗B ⊥ ⃗Ω = − q
mγ (1 + aγ) ⃗B ⊥

•The axial vector is aligned with the dipole field if 
the particle carries negative charge 

•anti-aligned for positively charged particle 

Spin Precession in the Dipole Field
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Longitudinal spin alignment
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• The spin track result shows a longitudinal spin alignment 
>99.99% with the rotator installed in the High Energy Ring



Linear Relationship Between the Chromaticity and the 
Sextupole Strength
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ξx = ∑
i

mixi + x0

ξy = ∑
i

nixi + y0

•  Where ,   is the first order chromaticity


•  is the strength of sextupole


• ,  only depends on local optics


• ,  is the chromaticity when all tuning sextupoles are turned off

ξx ξy

xi

mi ni

x0 y0



Previous Plan for Tuning Sextupoles
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•In order to tune the first order chromaticity, strength of Sly magnets is increased by 
1.7%  

•Are SLy sextupoles touchable at 1.7% level?    No, important to crab waist 

•Are these SD sextupoles the same type of magnet?  YES



Sextupoles Tuning Without Touching Sly 
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The original strongest SF[b2] = 2.4, L =0.334m 
                                        SD[b2] = -7.2, L = 1.03m 



Tracking 200 particles for 5000 turns in the Rot 
lattice
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Turn:                0                                                    5000
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Turn:                0                                                    5000
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Turn:                0                                                    5000
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Turn:                0                                                    5000



Tracking 200 particles for 10 turns in the Original 
lattice
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Turn:                0                                                    10
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Turn:                0                                                    10
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Turn:                0                                                    10
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Turn:                0                                                    10



Comparison of full-lattice 
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Original                                 Rotator Installed

L-Rot R-Rot



Orbit Comparison
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•Rot  

•Original 
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•Rot  

•Original 



Comparison of the Ring Property 
After Chrom Tuning
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Original 

Rotator 
Installed



Appendix
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The normalized integrated multipole  can be used when specifying magnetic 
multipole components 

 

• where q is the charge of the reference particle (in units of the elementary 
charge), L is the element length, and  is the reference momentum (in units of 
eV/c) 

• In our case,  can be approximately calculated by  

KnL

KnL ≡
qBnL

P0

P0

KnL KnL ≃
3BnL
70



Simulation Tool
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• Bmad is an open-source software library (aka toolkit)created/maintained by David 
Sagan at Cornell University for simulating charged particles and X-rays. Étienne 
Forest’s “Polymorphic Tracking Code” (PTC) is incorporated into it.


• Tao is a user-friendly interface to Bmad which gives general purpose simulation, 
based upon Bmad.


• Bmad via the Tao interface is a powerful and user-friendly tool used for viewing 
lattices, doing Twiss and orbit calculations, and performing nonlinear optimization 
on lattices    


• Optimization Algorithm: LMDIF is to minimize the sum of the squares of nonlinear 
functions by a modification of the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm
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Table 1: Spin information at the exit of dipoles between the      
R-Rot and the IP
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Table 2: Spin information at the exit of dipoles between the                      
L-Rot and the IP
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Chromaticity

ξtot =
1

4π ∮ [m(s)D(s) + k(s)]β(s)ds

• Where m is the strength of the sextupole; D is the dispersion function; k is the 
quadrupole strength;  is the beta function 


• There exists a linear relationship between the chromaticity and the sextupole 
strength, and the slope is proportional to the product of D and 

β

β



Long_Term_Tracking
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PTC: tracking element by element (slow) 

Map: Taylor series (fast) 

Map does work well when spin tracking, radiation damping, and 
stochastic effect are turned on (David Sagan mentioned it), so 
we are using PTC


